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Synopsis: Facing challenges from a new, ethically-motivated, digitally-native 
generation of buyers, diamond retailers need new tools. Sarine's Diamond Journey™ is 
the only technology that verifies diamond provenance and diamond traceability from 
end to end, delivering the data that diamond retailers need to provide better 
storytelling for a richer, more satisfying customer in-store experience. 



The diamond industry is at a crossroads. Facing a number of challenges from both consumers and manufacturers, 
requiring it to transform the way that diamonds are tracked and sold. Rising issues include the increasing trend of online 
purchasing, the need to verify diamond provenance and diamond traceability, customer demands for a richer in-store 
experience, and consumer concerns around ethics and transparency along the diamond journey. 

As an established leader in the diamond technology industry, Sarine is ideally located to enable this transformation in the 
diamond retail sector. Sarine’s latest technology, including the new Diamond Journey™ platform, provides innovative 
diamond grading reports that address major trends, changes, and challenges in the industry.

Are You Ready to Discover the 
Sarine Diamond Journey™ ?

https://sarine.com/diamond-journey/


The coming-of-age of Millennials and Gen Z buyers has brought educated, industry-savvy consumers who are
aware of the ethical issues surrounding “blood diamonds .” They seek reassurance about diamond provenance
and diamond traceability before they are willing to make a purchase. To satisfy ethically-driven customers,
diamond retailers need to be able to demonstrate transparency at all points in the diamond supply chain.

Diamond Retailers Face New Challenges

Alongside their ethical concerns, Millennial and Gen Z buyers are
also accustomed to a different type of purchasing experience.
As digital natives, they are comfortable buying everything – even
diamonds - online, leading to a decline in retail stores worldwide.
The traditional diamond retailer simply can’t compete with
online stores in terms of speed or accessibility, so they need to
shift the playing field to compete on different terms, the
customer experience.

Millennial and Gen Z buyers often know the provenance and journey of the chocolate they buy and the coffee
they drink, so it’s not surprising that they expect this information for their most precious jewelry as well. They
want a rich, compelling customer experience that takes them through the diamond journey from its origins,
through the specific characteristics of the rarest product on earth, to the craftsmanship process and unique
profile of their own polished gem.

Diamond retailers need to find new ways to entice customers to buy diamonds in store and offline, using richer
storytelling and greater transparency during the buying process.

https://blog.sarine.com/importance-traceability-diamond-industry


Storytelling is a strong marketing tactic in every industry, and the diamond industry
should be no different. Sarine uses digital reports and QR codes as part of the Sarine
Diamond Journey™, enabling retailers to enhance customer experience through rich
visual storytelling. These reports contain all the details that retailers need to be able
to construct engaging narratives and establish trust with their customers.

The Role of Storytelling in Diamond Retail

Buying a diamond is not an everyday purchase. Customers look for a retailer that
they can trust and rely on, with deep insider knowledge and expertise about the
jewelry they offer.

It’s important for buyers to feel confident that they are purchasing an authentic gem that reaches their expectations. That’s
why retailers need to arm themselves with a 360-degree understanding about diamond provenance, traceability, grading,
and every step of the diamond supply chain. It’s a way to demonstrate full transparency and earn trust from customers.



The Sarine Diamond Journey™ makes this all possible, combining in-depth digital reports, the most advanced and 
reliable diamond traceability and provenance technology, and a powerful white-label storytelling platform. Diamond 
retailers can instantly access all the information they need to deliver a powerful in-store experience for their consumers. 
This provides the differentiation that retailers are seeking to move customers offline and into their stores, improving 
customer decision-making, and adding another dimension to diamond sales. 

Retailers who can share this narrative with their customers, and match them to a diamond that suits their own unique 
strengths and flaws, can tap into a deeper level of storytelling that builds the connection between the consumer and 
the stone. 

When consumers shop for a diamond, they are not just looking for a piece of jewelry. Diamonds typically mark life’s 
milestones, and the purchase process is an emotional experience. Retailers need to recognize and capitalize on the 
emotional aspect of the sale by transporting shoppers along every step of the diamond journey. Like people, each 
diamond is unique, with its own pattern of flaws, strengths, and beauty. No two natural diamonds are ever alike. 



The demand for transparency in the diamond industry centers around two things: 
diamond traceability and diamond provenance. 

The Significance of Diamond Provenance 
and Traceability

Diamond Provenance

Diamond provenance is one of the key issues for consumers. “Blood diamonds” have gained plenty of publicity over 
the last few years, ensuring that the majority of consumers are aware of the role that these diamonds play in fueling 
war crimes and atrocities in unstable regions. Today’s ethical consumers avoid diamonds and other items produced 
under unhealthy, violent, or oppressive conditions, including diamonds from illegal and unauthorized mines, and those 
mined using child labor. At the same time, scientists have made huge advances in lab-grown diamonds, which are 
entering the market in larger numbers. 

Customers who pay premium prices for natural diamonds demand reassurance that their diamond is authentic; 
assurance that can be given with the proof of its provenance. Retailers also need to demonstrate diamond 
provenance in order to share a rich, compelling narrative about each diamond’s unique characteristics. For example, 
information about the rare blue diamond, or the pink diamonds that are mined only in Australia; the different nature of 
Russian diamonds and Namibian stones that are mined from the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean. These are details that 
shoppers crave in their quest for a unique, engaging shopping experience.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/0/blood-diamonds-armed-rebels-cambridge-educated-warlord-inside/
https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/conflict-diamonds/


Diamond Traceability

Diamond traceability and provenance travel hand-in-hand. Without the ability to trace the diamond journey from mine 
to market, its provenance is suspect. 

Traceability allows retailers to share even more attractive information about each diamond, pointing out the choice of 
cut, explaining where and how it was cut and polished, and carrying the consumer with them along the diamond 
journey with appealing storytelling. 

Following the Diamond Supply Chain

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is what makes diamond traceability and diamond provenance possible. Sarine's technology 
captures a wealth of data about each and every stone as soon as it is mined, tagging every diamond with a unique, 
unalterable serial number and tracking it on its journey through the manufacturing process, adding information along 
the way. The information is all stored securely in the Sarine cloud, with a number of safeguards to prevent tampering 
or falsification. 



The Diamond Journey™ uses Sarine’s technology to trace the long and complex process that takes diamonds from 
the rough stone, fresh out of the mine, to the cut and polished item that adorns rings and necklaces. 

The Diamond Journey™

The first stage is the mining of rough diamonds from mines around the world. The majority of the world’s diamonds 
come from Russia and Africa, with mines in Russia and Botswana leading the world in terms of output. Sarine 
collaborates with Clara Diamond Solutions Corporation, a subsidiary of Lucara Diamond Corporation, to record the 
mine origin of each rough diamond before it begins its journey to cutting and polishing.

1. Mining

Rough diamonds are mapped, using solutions like the Sarine Galaxy® XL and DiaExpert® imaging. Mapping scans 
the internal and external makeup of every diamond, recording its flaws and inclusions to create a 3D model of each 
stone. These models are then used to plan the best way to cut and polish each stone, as well as forming the basis of 
each diamond’s unique, unalterable profile in the Diamond Journey™.

2. Mapping

https://sarine.com/?news=sarine-to-collaborate-with-lucara-diamond-corp-on-innovative-clara-initiative
https://sarine.com/products/galaxy-xl/
https://sarine.com/products/diaexpert/


3. Planning, Sawing, and Cutting
From the mines, diamonds travel to the experts who turn the rough stones into cut diamonds. Manufacturers use the 
DiaExpert®, along with the Sarine Advisor® software, to analyze each stone. It produces cutting plans that show the 
optimal way to cut and polish every rough diamond, thereby revealing its hidden sparkle and beauty. 

Sawing and cutting the stones require great skill and patience, which is why rough stones are sent to experts with 
years of experience. The vast majority are cut in India and China, with one Indian city, Surat, handling around 90% of 
the world’s diamonds. Sarine’s Quazer® laser technology is the ideal choice for precision laser sawing and cutting that 
ensures high-quality gems. Sawing and cutting plans join the data stored securely in Sarine’s Diamond Journey™.

Stone analysis with Sarine Advisor® SW Quazer® laser technology

https://sarine.com/products/sarine-advisor/
https://en.israelidiamond.co.il/wikidiamond/diamond-industry-history/surat-city-cuts-90-worlds-diamonds/
https://sarine.com/products/quazer-3/


4. Polishing 
Once the diamond is cut to perfection, it needs to be polished in order to bring out its inner 
light. Polishing a diamond is a challenging process, demanding great expertise to 
maximize the sparkle of the stone. Manufacturers use Sarine DiaMension® HD
measurement and analysis software to scan the diamond and ensure that the cutting and 
polishing processes are going according to plan. Once the diamond is complete, 
DiaMension® HD gives it a final scan to verify its perfection and confirm that the same 
stone has traveled from the mine to become a scintillating gem.

5. Grading

Finished, polished diamonds are graded in gem labs. Recently, technology has upgraded 
the 4Cs to a level that is far more reliable and accurate than manual grading could reach. 
Automated cut grading brought new consistency to cut grades, and it promises to do the 
same for clarity grading using AI. Grading also includes stone dimensions, ID number, and 
sometimes light performance data. 

6. Retailing

Finally, diamonds reach the retailer. Retailers use Sarine’s Diamond Journey™ report to 
create a fully customized, interactive buying experience that carries the customer along 
the diamond’s process of transformation. With Sarine, retailers enhance the delight of 
consumers by engaging them in a branded, multimedia narrative that strengthens their 
connection with their new diamond, delivering a rich, satisfying purchase experience. 

Sarine Profile™ grading takes the process a step further. It adds diamond traceability and 
diamond provenance to diamond reports, thanks to the unique Diamond Journey™ 
system. With the Diamond Journey™, you can also include retailer branding, incorporating 
the retailer brand colors and styles to differentiate the retailer from the competition. 

https://sarine.com/products/diamension-hd/
https://blog.sarine.com/diamond-reports/3-things-diamond-grading-report


Sarine’s Diamond Journey™ leverages Sarine’s presence across the diamond supply chain; from immediately after 
mining and until the retail store. The Diamond Journey™ is the only diamond provenance and traceability report that 
uses technologically-based information from Sarine’s platforms to verify the diamond’s transformation from rough 
stone to polished gem.

Sarine Adds Value Throughout the 
Diamond Supply Chain

Lucara mining uses Sarine’s technology in its
Clara solution to allow them to sell rough
diamonds in a sophisticated and technological
manner.

Moreover, leading diamond manufacturers
Schachter and Namdar recently adopted
Sarine’s technology to verify the diamond
provenance and share the fascinating story of
its two exclusive diamond brands.

https://www.lucaradiamond.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVVZ2uzol74&amp=
https://blog.sarine.com/general/sarine-provenance-africa


At the end of the diamond supply chain, Japanese
bridal jewelry company New Art (operating their chain
stores under the names ‘GINZA DIAMOND
SHIRAISHI’ and ‘EXELCO DIAMOND’) is using the
Sarine Diamond Journey™ to tell the individual story of
each diamond, from uncut rough stone to finished
product.

New Art is also the first to adopt Sarine’s new 3D-
Origin™ platform, which creates an accurate 3D
model of the original rough stone to further enhance
the customer connection with their gem.



Sarine isn’t stopping there. Soon, Sarine will launch the new in-store Diamond Verification System (TruMatch™).  
The TruMatch™ will provide an unparalleled level of security and in-store validation for retailers and consumers alike.

Sarine Technologies is celebrating 30 years of innovation and disruptive technology for the diamond industry. From 
mine to market, Sarine’s technology has been changing the way that we manufacture, trade, and sell diamonds 
around the world.



www.sarine.com

http://www.sarine.com/
https://www.facebook.com/sarinetech
https://www.instagram.com/sarine_tech/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sarine-technologies
https://twitter.com/SarineTechLtd
https://www.youtube.com/user/SarinTechnologiesLtd
https://ojxhs3xus986yqsk1wgxs81f-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/wechat_med.jpg
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